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 Is this what a summer evening should look like? 
 
 

 



These are the present committee members. If you have a query please contact one of 
them as they are here for you. 
 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Opinions expressed in the magazine are those of their authors and do not necessarily represent 
the views of the Committee or Members 
 
 
Meetings held the last Wednesday of the month, Old Silhillians Rugby Club, 
Knowle (Jct 5 M42) 

 
Reminder 
  
 
 
If you have anything you wish to bring up at the AGM please get in touch with Brem or 
one of the committee. 
                                                     
                                              *********************************** 
From the ED 
The newsletter is plodding on and I am plodding on with it! I would like your views and 
articles but assume that as no one has given me a hard time, then all must be ok.   
Thanks to my regular contributors. 
If you do want to do a month, let me know. 
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This is the July /August newsletter and the next one will be before the AGM in 
September. 



 
Chair chat July 
I hope you have all booked your space at Warwick for the 90th Anniversary Celebration of the 
Austin Seven.  There is no Parking on site for non A7s.  Hopefully on Saturday many 
participants will be away discovering the delights of Warwickshire and parts of the adjacent 
counties, if the rain stays away!    However, on Sunday 22nd July, there should be somewhere in 
excess of 500 Sevens.  So lots to see, lots of knowledge available and lots of rusty old metal and 
for those who may be A7’d out, a wonderful walk around Warwick.   The 4 road routes, for the 
Saturday, are now with the printers along with the Warwick Walk, which was developed by 
Clive and Sue Danks. If you don’t fancy a drive around the Warwickshire countryside, do take a 
walk through historic Warwick town, a very interesting  experience.  The Attridges very kindly 
tested the route some weeks ago and came back with glowing reports and a wish to go back and 
see some more of this attractive town.  A big thank you to the Danks for creating this walk and to 
the Attridges for proving it.    My thanks also to Peter and Mary Walsh, John and Jill Philps, 
Clive and Sue Danks and Chris Johns for checking out the road runs .                                                                                                                                                                            
I failed to publish the winners at Stanford Hall in last month’s Newsletter, so I will put that right 
straight away. We were very fortunate to have Mr Nicholas Fothergill, the new owner of 
Stanford Hall, to present the Trophies.  He also ‘took’ Ken and Sheila’s Ruby for a spin around 
the estate with his young son and was evidently impressed with the experience. See last month’s 
front cover! 

Jewel Trophy – Ruby Tourer - FWL 485* - Rob Trott 
Pre 31 – M Grimes (Bedford) 

Marriner Shield for  Chrome Rad – Boat Tail – MY6335 - Brian Norfolk 
Sports and Specials – Special – PG 6467 – Ron Lake 

Vans & Commercials – Ruby Van – RD 4048 – Graham Smith - (North London) 
Best on the Field - Chummy - UA 984 – Robin Boyce 

* recently completed after a 28 year long restoration!  No pressure! 
Elsewhere in this newsletter Harold Tibbs has revealed the secrets behind his winning cake.                   
8th July saw 27 x A7s at Coughton Court, the National Trust property between Alcester and 
Studley on the A435. Despite the clouds, the sun did get through and some of us were a little red 
by the close of play. A short period of rain after lunch was ignored by the majority. Our Thanks 
to Andy Lowe for organising yet another, very successful Stately Home visit. It looks as though 
we could be returning to Avoncroft in 2013, unless Andy can find another National Trust 
property which meets most of our needs.                                                                                                                                              
This terrific summer has put paid to a very large number of events, for all of us, so let us hope 
that the Warwick week end is at least DRY and we are not rained off the school grounds!!  
Lots of happy, sunny thoughts please.                                                                          
See you at Warwick .     ATB    Brem 

 
Mulling over the minutes 

 The raffle was well supported last month, which is good, and your  
          support is a big help towards the cost of the room for meetings. 

 Club spares sales continue to do well and Arthur has ordered more stock. 
 Preparations for Warwick on target. Our club is obviously involved in 

marshalling ( Friday and Saturday) and assistance with that is greatly 
appreciated. 



 
                                 Club Nights 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                             July 
 
              16th/17th                      Brooklands Sports Festival 
      20th/23rd     90th Anniversary Rally Warwick 
 
            27th /30th          Scottish A7 Club Rally, Guildtown      
 
*************************************************************** 
 
Coughton Court Gathering          July 8th 2012 
 
This was a memorable day for us, least because it was Keith`s birthday. 
The sun shone, the venue was lovely and the company was good.  
Unfortunately we did not make it in a seven but …… did. It was an impressive line up at the side 
of the magnificent National Trust property. For those of you not familiar with the venue, the 
house is the home of the Throckmorton family and dates back to 1409. Its greatest claim to fame 
I suppose is for harbouring conspirators of the Gunpowder Plot. As well as the treasures of the 
house, it also has 2 churches on site, a tea rooms, plant sales and gift shop and a lovely walled 
garden. 
The Austin Sevens added to the attraction and were visited by members of the public who 
reminisced about their childhood as they viewed the assembled cars. 
All too soon the prize giving was upon us and a very relaxed day was coming to a close. 
Well done to the prize winners and to Sandra Francis who took her trip behind the wheel of their 
tourer in her stride.  

 25 July:     Noggin and Natter 

 29August: Bring Something Interesting/ photos of Warwick 

 26 Sept:    AGM 
 

 31 Oct: Talk - A career in flying by Ian Sykes ATD 
 28 Nov: Bring and Buy 
 12 Dec: Club Evening – Party Night 
 26 Dec: Boxing Day Run 
 1 Jan 13: New Year's Day VSCC Rally, Much Marcle 
 
 



We had a lovely day, and our thanks go to Andy Lowe for his organisation. 
 
 



Just a little ditty 

I have a little Satnav 
It sits there in my car                                      
A Satnav is a driver's friend 
It tells you where you are  

 
It tells me when a light is red 
And when it goes to green 
It seems to know instinctively 
Just when to intervene  
 
  

I'm sure no other driver 
Has so helpful a device 
For when we leave and lock the car 
It still gives its advice  
 
 

 

It fills me up with counselling 
Each journey's pretty fraught 
So why don't I exchange it 
And get a quieter sort?   

 

 

 

 

Anon 

It tells me when to stop 
and start 
And when to use the 
brake 
And tells me that it's 
never ever 
Safe to overtake. 
 

It lists the vehicles just in 
front 
It lists those to the rear 
And taking this into account 
It specifies my gear. 
 

Ah well, you see, it cleans 
the house 

Makes sure I'm properly 
fed 

It washes all my shirts 
and things 

And - keeps me warm in 
bed! 



 
 
Don't miss out on this offer: Contact Andrew Lowe for details of the club stand. 



A tale of woe with a happy ending – thanks to MA7C... 
 
Way back in mid-May, your Secretary received an e-mail out of the blue from a Hans Deamer, 
President of the Windmoeller & Hoelscher Corporation in Lincoln, Rhode Island, seeking help 
with an Ulster Replica which he had bought in UK last September. 
 
The car – Hans' first Austin 7 - is based on a much modified 1931 Seven chassis (see photo).  
The front suspension is fairly standard with a standard transverse leaf spring, shackles, king pins, 
friction damper and hubs but with a modern steering rack instead of the original box and with 
two leading links connected from the chassis near the back of the engine to ball joints under the 
king pins to give better fore and aft location. All was in as new condition having just been rebuilt 
by Hans.  Hans reported, however, that the car wandered from side to side on the road, requiring 
constant corrections on the steering wheel.  Obviously something of an engineer, he looked at the 
front suspension design and noticed that the beam axle was located laterally but located only by 
the transverse leaf spring; the spring had pivoted shackles on each end where it connects to the 
axle, allowing the axle to move laterally somewhat, especially when turning the steering wheel: 
the result is less than positive steering requiring continuous steering correction to maintain 
anything like a straight line on the road!  Even the friction damper had pivoted connectors to the 
axle, so that gives no lateral location either.  Thinking that there was a flaw in the original Austin 
Seven front suspension design, as he could not see how this suspension set up could behave so 
badly.  When he sought the Club's help, he thought of trying some sort of lateral location device, 
or Panhard rod type set up, to improve lateral axle location and reduce this strange steering 
effect. 
 
Your Secretary can change a plug and even a head gasket but this problem was too much so he 
sloped shoulders and passed it to some of the Committee who, between them, came up with a 
few suggestions.  It was suggested that any of the following could have caused the problems: 
 
a. The alterations to the car could have altered the KPI as this was critical (toe-in should be 
parallel to 1/16" at the most) 
b. The caster/camber angle could be wrong 
c. The wrong radius arms may have been fitted (the photo seems to show them to be tubular 
instead of C shaped) 
d. The tyre pressures could be too high: they should be a maximum of 22 psi at the front 
e. The tyres looked like radials whereas, originally, they were cross-ply 
f. The shock absorber could be loose 
g. Perhaps Hans was gripping the steering wheel too tight (didn't we all!): a finger and thumb of 
each hand gives best results 
h. The suggestion was made to remove the shock absorber link on one side and fix it to the axle: 
this, in effect, is a Panhard rod and is often done by Austin 7 owners 
h. It was suggested that Hans buy a copy of the Austin seven Companion, published by the 750 
motor club 
i. Finally, if all else fails, it was suggested that Hans contact the previous owner to see what he 
did to the car and whether or not he suffered the same problems. 
 
Hans replied a few days later that he had discovered that the steering arm on the passenger side 
front hub was not tight as the ½" BSF half nut thread was partially stripped: the result was that 
toe in (which he had previously set correctly) had moved to toe out of over an inch!  He cleaned 
up the male thread on the arm and, using a lathe, removed some metal from the flange on the 
other side of the arm pin allowing the threaded portion to protrude more through the hub. He then 



used a new full nut (with anti seize) to tighten the steering arm down tight.  He did the same on 
the driver's side as a precaution and then set toe in to 1/8". 
 
He reported, also, that a modern steering rack and pinion set was installed on the car with the 
result that the steering arms were cranked down (sort of "S" shaped) and that they do not look 
like the standard Austin Seven "C" shaped arms.  He said that "..they sure are old and forged and 
obviously designed to fit these Austin Seven hubs but I am not sure if they are a different and 
other type of standard Austin Seven steering arm or what...will investigate further".  He 
confirmed that the radius arms were indeed tubular and were fitted as part of the competition 
modifications made to the car. He went on to say that he had increased the castor angle to a bit 
more positive (bottom of king pin further forward than the top of the pin) and that he had noted 
the comments on tyre pressures: he was running at 28 PSI.  The tyres are, in fact, cross ply 
motorcycle tyres also fitted as part of the competition modifications.  He fitted a new front 
damper of the short arm and twin pivot type as supplied by David at A7 components: it is thought 
that this performs better than the standard damper but he saw no reason why he could not make 
one longer arm fitted one end to a damper pivot and the other to the end of the axle as a sort of 
Panhard rod.  He tightened the front damper a bit and promised not to grip the wheel too tight. 
 
A couple of weeks later, Hans e-mailed to report that, after resetting the toe in, the car still 
wandered too much and that he thought that the steering rack fitted to his car somehow allowed 
more axle movement than might occur with the original steering box.  He decided to make 
certain that the steering arms could not move again so, after tightening the ½" BSF nuts once 
more in the hubs, he drilled and tapped each one ¼" BSW perpendicular to the pin axis about 
half way through and fitted a cap head (Allen head) bolt, coated it in Loctite and tightened it 
hard; this locked the steering arm shafts in position and totally prevented any movement.  Being 
something of an engineer, he then designed and fabricated a "Panhard" type location strut with a 
friction disc on one end forming part of the existing friction damper where it is bolted to the 
chassis (mounted to the friction damper section furthest from the passenger side wheel hub 
remembering that his front damper was an "improved" version with two separate friction 
dampers, one for each side, instead of the standard central single type) with the other end a plain 
5/16" hole mounted with a 5/16" bolt though a pivot bracket bolted direct to the hub on the 
passenger side.  This gave the longest possible location strut which minimised the slight side 
movement of the axle caused by the radial movement of this arm as the suspension moved up and 
down.  He drilled the pivot and fitted a grease nipple so that this pivot can be kept well 
lubricated.  This assembly fitted behind the axle and dampers and is almost invisible from the 
front of the car.  On testing the car, the improvement was found to be dramatic, with wander 
completely eliminated - he was able to hit 60 mph safely for the first time! 
 
Hans has offered to supply sketches of this modification with photos if anyone is interested.  He 
then admitted that his ca is fitted with a Reliant aluminium engine, tuned up to 750 formula 
specification with Weber carburettor etc but with the standard Reliant engine-mounted, cam-
operated mechanical fuel pump.  He told your Secretary that, in the US, they have had 10% 
ethanol in their fuel for 20 years and that he has learned to live and deal with the problems this 
causes on his old cars and motorcycles; fuel vaporisation is often the first symptom and that this 
manifested itself on the Ulster as stalling and difficult starting when the engine was hot as the 
fuel in the pump and fuel lines turns to gas and gives vapour lock preventing liquid fuel from 
pumping as the gas compresses in the diaphragm pump.  He intends to remove the mechanical 
fuel pump and fit an electric one back near the fuel tank, which should eliminate this problem. 
 



He was very grateful to the MA7C Club for its combined expertise and he hoped that this little 
tale would be of interest to our members.  He loves the little car and it causes a sensation 
everywhere it goes in Rhode Island! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sorry this should have been in sooner but….. ED 
Help wanted 

 
Kim Leachman has e-mailed from Bournemouth to seek help with tracing the origins of his 
trailer: it seems that it was built specifically to carry an Austin 7.  Kim bought it in January 2011 
through E-Bay from a chap in Hertfordshire: it is made from box steel, is covered with checker 
plate and it features leaf spring suspension with four 10" mini wheels on twin axles.  Kim has 
renewed the woodwork, wirebrushed and re-painted the chassis, fitted a new winch and he has 
fitted new wiring. He hopes that someone may recognise the trailer. 
 
If you can help, contact Kim by e-mail on admin@1kpl.com or by phone at home on 01202 
397070 or on his mobile 07594 547845.  Kim owns four Sevens ('33 RP Saloon, '34 Ruby 
Saloon, '35 Military Reconnaissance vehicle and '37 Opal) and his website 
(www.austin7.plus.com) is worth a look. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     



                         Austin – a family affair 
(Body building without going to the Gym) 

 
After a long day in the garage I now have the luxury of that new bathroom albeit it took twice as 
long as expected throwing the TT rebuild back by three months. The body has been on and off a 
number of times particularly to position the pedal cut-outs and proximity of the bulkhead to the 
block and exhaust manifold. Considering that this is the first time the completed rolling chassis 
and engine have been matched up with the ‘new’ body the fit is remarkably good.  
 

 
 
One of the problems with any restoration or rebuild is when the Law of Ever Diminishing 
Returns’ hits the wallet. With both the TT and Fabric my premise has always to keep costs below 
the final value of the car otherwise you quickly reach an expensive downhill spiral until the 
marquee re-appreciates to its new inflated value. So often we read in the motoring magazine 
adverts of £1000’s spent on a car well above the asking price. I am never sure if it’s a marketing 
ploy or the restorer didn’t know when to stop. On this very point Colin and I had a difference of 
opinion on whether to re-core a perfectly good radiator for accuracy. Initially I disagreed with the 
additional unnecessary expense but on this I finally relented and have sent the top and bottom 
tanks away this week.   
 
Further time has been spend reading through the Canning-Brown’s ‘Competition History’ and 
checking the internet before deciding on which of the TT’s to base the replica on. Colin then 
came up with bright idea for the 1930 Gunner-Pope car ‘Harlequin’ which to our knowledge 
hasn’t been replicated. For those interested in the history of the car its defining moment was in 
the Ards TT when it was the only one of Austin’s team cars to finish the race at an average speed 
of 61.45mph maintained for over 5½hrs and covering a distance of 342miles. All of the other 
TT’s (Waite, Frazer-Nash, and Crabtree) retired with lugs broken off the cylinder blocks after 



revving the engines constantly up to 7,000rpm. As a direct result Herbert Austin had the blocks 
redesigned from 8 to 10 stud.  
 
So on past form this looked a promising car to go for. My next question to Colin was why name 
the car ‘Harlequin’?  In order to distinguish each car Herbert Austin ‘individualised’ the paint 
finish; Ulster Orange with black livery as base colours and in the case of Harlequin the radiator 
and headlamp cowls were painted vertically half black and white. Did that mean spraying a 
perfectly good radiator cowl? On this point I did win my case.  
For those who are not members of PWA7C Andrew Storer and Chris Hudson successfully 
completed the 2012 Mille Miglia in a replica of the 1931 Goodacre / Trevisan (TT bodied) car. 
The car completed the epic journey without missing a beat. An excellent write-up can be found in 
the July edition of the PWA7 magazine  
On the racing scene the EA is running particularly well with the new distributor fitted. At 
Prescott ‘La Vie en Bleu’ Terry Griffin broke the hill record that had stood for 7 years only to be 
surpassed by Colin on his last run by 0.7sec setting yet another hill record. The EA passed its 
MOT with flying colours (excuse the pun) and all being well should be at Warwick, so bring 
your ear muffs.  
 
 
      Clive (and Colin) 
**************************************************************************** 
                                                             
                    Terry’s Tips 
                                              Improving Steering 
As most people will be aware Austin Seven’s use a transverse front spring and a pair of swinging 
shackles to support the front axle. Whilst this is a simple effective solution it provides little 
lateral location as the only point of locating the axle is the ball joint at the centre of the cross 
member 2ft from the front axle. For road going cars this may be fine to potter through the lanes 
but as soon as you lower the spring, drop the radius arms, fit wider wheels and tyres to improve 
cornering, the original design is pushed to the limit. Depending on your spring and shock 
absorber setup there are a number of ways to help improve road performance that have been tried 
and tested on the track.  
The first and simplest way to stop the ‘lateral rocking’ is to lock one spring shackle in a position 
thus keeping the chassis aligned centrally. This is achieved by making a triangular steel plate to 
replace one shackle side, fitting a bolt through the upper axle bush and the third corner is fixed to 
the axle, once everything is aligned. 
                         
                                                
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Method two depends on your shock absorber setup and is described by Reg Nice in the Green 
Book (Austin Seven Companion) p185. This consists of fixing one or both ends of the shock 
absorber arms depending on whether you have a central single or twin discs with arms. One point 
Reg does not emphasis is that the arms need to be horizontal with the pivot points for this method 
to be effective. 

 
With all the cornering stress transferred through the radius arms without and additional location, 
the nuts need to be really tight, especially if the arms are dropped. Also the bolt through the 
radius arm ball-joint needs to be in good condition and properly adjusted. 
 
The third and probably most important method is to ensure the caster angle (the angle of the 
swivel pins to the road) effects the straight ahead stability and the way the car corners. The angle 
is always a negative or rearward angle (like the head tube on a bicycle) as vertical swivel pins 
give very little straight ahead stability, and the car needs constant steering corrections (due to 
linkage play) to maintain a straight line. 
 
Chassis front springs should have 5 degree of caster built into but most chassis seem to have far 
less or none at all. Furthermore unless the chassis sits horizontal to the road the problem can be 
further exacerbated if the car sits ‘tail high’. A wedge fitted between the front spring and the 
chassis spring mount will rectify any lack of caster angle – a 4mm (at the thick end of the wedge) 
will give 6 degree (minimum setting) 6mm tapered wedge will give 8 degree caster angle. The 
more the caster angle is increased the more the steering wants to run straight, offset by heavier 
steering into a corner; so a compromise needs to found to suit your driving style. If a caster 
wedge is fitted, as with all steering setups it is important not to load up the radius arms and 
shackle pins. In extreme cases it may be necessary to drop the radius arm ball joint or even pack 
it forward as Clive had to do with the TT. Finally check the steering track as near as possible to 
1/8th  - 3mm ‘toe in’ With some care and attention Austin Sevens can be made to handle 
predictably.  
 
Postscript …. In both Terry’s Tips and Austin Family Affair any modification and hence advice is 
fraught with compromise. In order to reduce the Seven’s idiosyncrasies the authors offer their 
solutions in good faith.   
 
Terry  Griffin 
 
 
To whom it may concern,        
I have it on good authority that Keith Marriner, of Metalwork Developments, is retiring 
and is not taking on any more work. 
He would like to thank his customers, from the far-flung corners of the UK and beyond, 
for their custom over the years.  



In the middle of June we went to the rally run by BA7C  as we  have  done for some 
years now. It is now held at Old Down Country Park and is in the beautiful setting 
of an old country house, which is now being renovated for functions and in the 
grounds it has a farm park , adventure playground, farm shop and lovely tearooms.  
      We were lucky enough to spend the night with Ian and Jenny                     
Dunford before making camp on the site, in time for a quick trip out in the Seven 
before the Barn dance. What a cracking start to the event despite the torrents of 
rain outside. Andrew Lowe joined the throng,    having been rained off at the Upton 
on Severn jazz festival site. 
The Sunday was better in terms of weather and brought a good turn                   
out of cars, including a contingent of “the brave and hardy” who did                  
JOGGLE run this year.  It’s a good rally if you fancy a weekend or a  
day away.  Just a few photos to give you the flavour!   ED 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          View from the house. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The JOGGLE contingent! Well Done chaps. 
 
 
 
 



Another one of the set of Keith`s teasures  
from his youth, turned into a reality when 
 we saw this example at the BA7C Rally. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
See below. 



 
 
We have received notice of a brand new show over the August Bank Holiday. As 
part of this show classic car clubs are encouraged to attend. 
People attending with a vintage car, can make use of the £10 entry offer< to 
include TWO adult tickets. 
Details can be found at http://www. bestofbritishshow.co.uk/vehicles/  
Where you will find a booking form for classic cars and military vehicles. 
 
Ian Devey tells me that the venue for this was formerly called Kemble airfield 
for those wondering where it is. 
 
            ******************************************************************* 
 
                   The Winning Cake Recipe     from Stanford Hall 2012 
 
                                                         By Harold Tibbs 
 
Scrub Hands Clean         
 
(I think that may be Edith`s idea!  Obviously well trained. ED) 
 
TAKE           4oz Self Raising flour         4oz  Caster sugar          4oz Butter 
                     1 teaspoon baking powder          2eggs 
  
METHOD    Mix the butter and sugar together until light and creamy. 
 
                       Beat in 1egg and sprinkle in some flour to prevent curdling. 
                             
                      Add the second egg and mix. 
                          
                      When thoroughly mixed FOLD in the remaining flour and baking powder. 
 
                      Gently divide into 2 sandwich tins and bake at  375F   Mark 5 for 20-30 minutes. 
 
They should be well risen, golden brown and firm to touch.       Then cool 
  
Sandwich together with Edith`s lemon curd and dust with icing sugar. 
Eat and Enjoy! 



 From the Editors desk   
 Received this week, but we are already involved in the marshalling                                                                                                                  
  and road run as part of the MA7C commitment.                                                                                                                                      
 
 Hi Fellow Austineers ! 
 Warwick 2012 is a week away and preparations are culminating nicely. 
 On the basis that "many hands make light work" if you are able to assist with some 
marshalling , it would be greatly appreciated. 
 The greatest need would be Friday afternoon - Saturday morning (prior to the Run) - 
Sunday morning. 
 If you could assist for an hour, please let me know , either by reply to this email or on  
mobile 07933121171 or see me on site .(email replies by Tuesday pm please as I will be 
on-site from Wednesday morning). 
 High Vis regalia can be supplied, but 'wellies' - 'brollies' - sou'westers' are 
accoutrements that one might need to supply oneself should one think one might be in 
need of them - ensure your sunblock is water proof . 
 Looking forward to a great celebratory weekend, 
  
yoursAustinHeavenly,       David Lucas (co-ordinating Marshal - PWA7C) 
  
************************************************************************************************* 
On browsing through the 2008 MA7C news letter (I know its all very sad!) I found 
this “Tip of the Month” and I had a space to fill.   
 
Austin Seven owners using Zenith 26VA carburettor and suffering from poor, 
erratic engine idling can now improve the situation with very little effort. 
If you look at the underside of the 26VA you will notice a brass screw head in a 
raised rib about 30mm back from the manifold flange.This has always been 
considered in the past to be a blanking screw covering a passage way within the 
body of the carburettor. This screw plug is, however, an access cover to a jet 
underneath. 
Apparently this jet bleeds a small amount of air into the throat of the carburettor 
when the butterfly flap is closed. If you hold up the carburettor and look into the 
throat from the manifold end you will see two small holes. The furthest one of 
these is the entrance to the jet, which can easily become choked with dirt and 
leads to rough idling. It can be reached by taking out the blanking plug and, with a 
good quality screwdriver, which is able to reach far into the hole the jet can be 
unscrewed for cleaning. Do use a good screwdriver as the jet can be easily 
damaged. You will be amazed at the difference cleaning this will make.  
Another useful tip is to have your car “gas analysed” on a Crypton tuner or 
similar.You will be able to set the bleed screw on top of the carburettor accurately. 
Note the setting by counting the number of turns out of the air screw that gives 
the accurate setting and always use this setting.   Malcom Watts CA7C 
Happy Sevening. ED 


